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New model for the Muna shower tray series
Elegant trapezoid art, made from innovative Solique
Back in 2012, renowned bathroom product manufacturer HOESCH launched the MUNA
shower tray onto the market as the first high-quality design product made from an
innovative and extremely durable mineral casting called Solique. Since then, the exclusive
MUNA range has gone from strength to strength.
New to the range are MUNA shower trays in a impressive and elegant trapezoid design.
Available in five sizes – 1200 x 900 mm, 1300 x 900 mm, 1400 x 900 mm, 1500 x 900 mm
and 1600 x 900 mm – they come in a standard MUNA height of 30 mm, and each in a left
and right-hand version. With sides of different widths, they present a whole new range of
options for bathroom utilisation and design.
Perfectly complementing this flexible concept, the new ONE&ONE real glass shower
cabins in matching sizes are striking in their clean lines and stylish appearance.
Exceptional attention to detail means even features such as the glass stabiliser bar with
integrated fitting are not only stylish, but also extremely practical. The same goes for
optional extras such as the inside glass shelf, and the towel rail on the outside of the
shower panel.
As with all shower trays in the MUNA series, the Solique mineral casting and the special
material properties it offers is another outstanding feature of the new trapezoid model. An
elegant, timeless design with a smooth, gleaming surface provides the benefits of
durability, as well as easy assembly and maintenance. The result meets the highest
possible standards. The Solique shower trays comply with the minimum requirements of
the Swiss SIA 181 standard, as well as the DIN 4109 specifications regarding installation
sound level.
The MUNA range now includes 77 different models in seven shades – available with the
Solique Pro anti-slip surface or in combination with a range of MUNA, ONE&ONE, CIELA
or THASOS shower enclosures. That’s how HOESCH provides the perfect shower solution
for any bathroom.
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